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Abstract : Flooding attack is one of the forms of DDos attack whereby certain nodes in the network miss utilizes the 

allocated channel by flooding packets with very high packet rate to its neighbours, causing a fast energy loss to the neighbors 

and causing other legitimate nodes a denial of routing and transmission services from the nodes. In this work we propose a 

novel link layer assessment based flooding attack detection and prevention method.MAC layer of the nodes analyzes the 

signal properties and incorporated into the routing table by a cross layer MAC/Network interface. Once a node is marked as a 

flooding node, it is blacklisted in the routing table and it is communicated to MAC through network/MAC cross layer 

interface. Results shows that the proposed technique products more accurate flooding attack detection in comparison to 

current state of art statistical analysis based flooding attack detection by network layer. 

IndexTerms – MANET, Flooding Attack, DDoS, Cross Layer. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The MAC Flooding attack is an attacking method which is  mainly intended to compromise the security of network 

switches. It is not a method of attacking any host machine but attacking a network switch, where the attacker continuously 

sends packets to switch in order to fill the MAC table. The proposed project aims on detection and prevention of MAC 

flooding attack occurring on an networking switch .The main goal of an attacker is to flood the MAC table present in the 

switch, to downgrade the actual functioning of switch .Once the MAC table is filled the switch enters into  an open-fail mode, 

where the switch acts as a hub by broadcasting the data to all the connected ports, so that it eases the attacker to  gain access to 

the n number of systems connected to it. The prevention of such attack being taken place is approached in this project. The 

prevention method includes two functionalities such as white listing of genuine users and verifying the time frequency of 

packets .Hence the filtering of white list genuine users and network traffic control is been carried out by MONOSEK server. 

2. EASE OF USE 

 

The distributed denial of service attack causes a major threat to the security of target website, Internet infrastructure, by 

consuming all available bandwidth at the victim side and denying access to legitimate users. A DDoS attack can be launched 

in many different ways. One of the approaches is to exploit software and protocol vulnerabilities of the system. The second 

approach is based on sending huge volume of attack traffic at victim end. Which is called flooding based DDoS attack. This 

MAC Table consists of individual MAC addresses of the host mainframes on the network which are connected to ports of the 

switch. This table allows the switches to direct the data out of the ports where the recipient is located. The hubs broadcast the 

data to the entire network allowing the data to reach all hosts on the network but switches send the data to the specific 

machine which the data is intended to be sent. This goal is achieved by the use of MAC tables. The aim of the MAC Flooding 

is to takedown this MAC Table. In a typical MAC Flooding attack, the attacker sends Ethernet Frames in a huge number. 

When sending many Ethernet Frames to the switch, these frames will have various sender addresses. The intention of the 

attacker is consuming the memory of the switch that is used to store the MAC address table. The MAC addresses of legitimate 

users will be pushed out of the MAC Table.  Now the switch cannot deliver the incoming data to the destination system. So 

the considerable number of incoming frames will be flooded at all ports. 

MAC Address Table is full and it is unable to save new MAC addresses. It will lead the switch to enter into a fail-open mode 

and the switch will now behave same as a network hub. It will forward the incoming data to all ports like broadcasting. Let’s 

see the benefits of the attacker with the MAC Flooding attack. 

As the attacker is a part of the network, the attacker will also get the data packets intended for the victim machine. So the 

attacker will now be able to steal sensitive data from the communication of the victim and other computers. Usually a 

packet analyzer is used to capture these sensitive data. 

After launching a MAC Flood attack successfully, the attacker can also follow up with an ARP spoofing attack. 
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This will help the attacker retaining access to the honored data even after the attacked switches recover from the MAC Flooding 

attack. 

 

3. Attack Description  

 

This attack intends to corrupt the entries in the switch‘s CAM table, so that the network traffic will be redirected. That is, a 

malicious host (connected to Port #a in a switch), sends a fake packet, with the source MAC address in the packet‘s Ethernet 

header set to the MAC address of a target host (connected to Port #b). The destination MAC address in the packet‘s Ethernet 

header can be any address. Once the switch receives the packet, it updates its CAM table. Therefore, the CAM table‘s entry for 

that target host‘s MAC address will be corrupted. Hence, the target host will be considered as a host connected to Port #a. Any 

packet sent to the target host (destination MAC address in the packet‘s Ethernet header is equal to the target host‘s MAC 

address) will be forwarded to Port #a; that is, to the malicious host. As example of CAM table poisoning attack, Figure 1 shows 

that in the CAM table of a switch, there are four hosts connected to the switch. Host #1, the malicious host, attacks the switch‘s 

CAM table using 3 fake packets. The three packets are almost the same, but they have different source MAC addresses in the 

Ethernet headers. The information of the packets is as follows: 1. First fake packet: Source MAC address in the Ethernet header 

= 00:08:74:04:BC:4A  (Host #2).  2. Second fake packet:  Source MAC address in the Ethernet header = 00:08:74:05:AD:20 

(Host #3).  3. Third fake packet: Source MAC address in the Ethernet header = 00:03:0D:38:79:57 (Host #4).    

After this attack, the switch‘s CAM table becomes corrupted, as shown in Figure 1. The CAM table shows that all four hosts are 

connected to the switch‘s Port#1 (FastEthernet 0/1). However, physically only Host#1 is connected to Port#1. 

 

 

 
 

 

Once a packet is sent to one of these three hosts (Host#2, Host#3 and Host#4), the switch will forward it to Port#1; that is, to 

Host#1. This situation may create a DoS situation, since the switch is not forwarding the packets, issued from these three 

hosts, to their destinations. 

 
 

We assume that Host A wants to poison the switch‘s CAM table, by inserting the invalid entry: MAC address of Host B i.e 

Switch‘s Port 0/2 (Fa0/2). This invalid entry will tell the switch that Host B is now located at Port 0/2 (Fa0/2). However, 

physically, Host B is still located at Port 0/4 (Fa0/4). Hence to perform this attack, Host A should send to any destination 

host in the LAN network a fake packet (IP or ARP packet) whose Ethernet source MAC address is equal to the MAC 

address of Host B.  

 

4. Failure caused by MAC flooding Attack 

 

The MAC addresses of legitimate users will be pushed out of the MAC Table.  Now the switch cannot deliver the 

incoming data to the destination system. So that the considerable number of incoming frames will be flooded at all ports. 

MAC Address Table is full and it is unable to save new MAC addresses. It will lead the switch to enter into a fail-open 

mode and the switch will now behave same as a network hub. It will forward the incoming data to all ports like a 

broadcasting. 
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5. Prevention of CAM Table Poisoning 

 
 

This study is about preventing the poisoning of the switch‘s CAM table. 

 

1. Blacklisting technique is based on blocking all the packets from specific set of MAC addresses and hence reducing the  

frequency on CAM table attack. 

 

2. Since the major task of the attacker is to flood the cam table with fake address, switch monitors the incoming frame 

addresses along with their time duration. If the number of packets with unknown address are the threshold the switch 

shuts for short duration with a warning message to all the host. 

 

3. To prevent CAM table poisoning an additional feature called Whitelist can be added. A Whitelist is created during initial 

switch configuration using a MONOSEK server which is a Network Processor based Network Packet Processing and 

Network Session Analysis system. During each communication between nodes connected via a switch the sender MAC 

address is checked against the Whitelist addresses if match fails packets are dropped immediately and a notification is 

sent of the same to the sender else packet is forwarded to corresponding recipient host. 

 
Out of all the methods mentioned above we have used the 3rd method which effectively limits the attack compared to the 

other two methods with no shutdown and minimal user interaction. 
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